General features

Specific features

Our bundler machines can be used in the packaging
of multipack products (such as rolls of kitchen-tissue
paper, tray multipacks, products exiting heat forming
machines, rockwool panels, etc.) or single, medium
to large sized packs requiring packaging without
necessarily being heat shrunk. They can be equipped,
based on needs, with multiple channel diverters,
stackers, label applicators, additional motorised belts
inbound and outbound.

Available in an automatic version in line or semiautomatic, it works with a flat or mono-folding film with
possible addition of a splicer. Loading and creation of
multipacks made to measure , adapted to various types
of products. Maximum width of bag 3000 mm, height
up to 600 mm. Maximum production speed: 25 packs/
minute. Upon request, the machine can be equipped
with a special device to obtain the “pre-cut” (window)
on the final pack.

Mod.

Argon

Min. Bag dimension:

L 180 x W 330 x H 180 mm (optional L 180 x W 230 x H 180 mm)

Max. Bag dimension:

L 180 x W 330 x H 180 mm (optional L 180 x W 230 x H 180 mm)

Max Film width:

L 2350 (2450 mm optional) - (Wx2) + (Hx2) + 150 mm

Type of film:

FLAT PE

Power Supply:

400 V 50/60 hz 3 ph + N + G (upon request other voltages are available)

Standard Colour:

9007

Details

Cantilever and accessible from both sides. Reel holder with trolley for
facilitated loading and replacement.

Fixed forming tube, designed based on the real product dimensions.
Formats can be saved and programmed.

Motorised pusher with speed control for greater performance.

Robust and efficient, enclosed within an innovative, cantilever design
accessible by the operator, with mechanics and electrical cabinet on view.

ARGON

Based on speed and type of product, different feeding systems can be integrated, as the multichannel with diverter.
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Bundler machine

High performance thanks to the
motorised bar, to the integration of
the automatic loading systems and
the Siemens or Omron program logic.
Available in intermittent or box motion
version, up to 30 packs/min.

Tight and compact packaging without
heat shrinking, obtainable thanks to the
hot air top sealing system.

Motorized pusher.

ARGON
Bundler machine for multipacks with stacking without waste. The flat film reel, , thanks to the “tie”
system, completely wraps the product sealing and closing the two flaps on top. The automated
seal bar seals and cuts on the front and back. Manageable from the touch screen to enable any
operator to change format in an immediate and simple manner (recipe-based). Mechanical version
or more automated with saved electronic movements. It can be equipped with different stacking
or grouping systems (stacker, diverter, etc.). The bundler machine can package products in plastic,
polystyrene, tissue, EPS, single or multipack.

High quality components, ISO certificated

Accessible cantilever structure with
electric box on view.

The pre-cut (“window”) option can be
added.

Stacker or multichannel as an optional for
stacking or grouping products .

